
General Orders 
Order 1 Recruiting 
 
All members will assist with the clans recruiting effort. All recruitment lobbies must be 
supervised by a member that holds the billet of an NCO or higher. Platoon leaders are 
to ensure that a recruitment lobby is hosted once a week by any element of their 
platoon. Members that receive new recruits are responsible for the well being and 
introduction to the clan, and assuring that new members are introduced by a 
commissioned officer. 
 
It is the platoon commander's responsibility to communicate to higher, so that new 
members may be added to the roster and distributed appropriately throughout their 
company. 
 
Order 2 Accountability 
 
Members are to be accounted for dailey and must be on at least 2-3 times per week and 
participate in at least 1 clan event per week. 
 
Members are required  to wear the UNMCF uniform in accordance to the UNMCF 
Uniform Order while actively carrying out duties within the clan. 
 
Members are expected to utilize their COC when they have a concern about clan events 
or questions. 
 
Members must participate in squad and or team activities held by billited  leaders to 
increase unit cohesiveness. 
 
Members are to communicate any reasoning for an extended period of absence in order 
to not be charged UA, and for leaders to get proper accountability.  
 
Order 3 Small Unit Leaders 
 
Small Unit leaders (team leaders, and squad leaders) will host training sessions within 
their units to increase cohesiveness at least once a week. All exercises, classes, and 
events will be conducted in accordance to anything within the UM-UIG-2. 
 
Senior members and peers are tasked with fixing any discrepancies within their unit. 



 
All members are mandatory reporters of anything in violation of clan law. 
 
Squad leaders can recommend promotion  
Up to SGT. 
 
Billeted leaders, and NCOs may discipline members with wise judgement. All billeted 
NCOs, and NCOs are tasked with upholding good order and discipline throughout the 
junior enlisted ranks. 
 
 

Order 4 Duty 
Any UNMCF member that has an assigned duty to stand for a duration of time will 
check in with their direct chain of command and notify them that they are currently 
standing that duty. UNMCF Members who encounter any situation that requires a higher 
echelon of authority will notify their direct chain of command or a UNMCF Ambassador 
to resolve any forign issues.  
 
Order 5 Enforcement Of Clan Law 
All articles within the UNMCF UCCL (Universal Code of Clan Law) are to be enforced 
by all members of NCO, or Officer ranks. Punishments may be given by members of 
higher grade. Under circumstances that a member of a lesser grade is to witness, or 
hear of members of a higher rank in rank violate any article of the UCCL must report in 
about such incident to a different member of equal grade, or higher.  
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